Manifesto for Teachers of Child Artists

ALLOW CHILDREN TO “SPEAK” VISUALLY.

TEACH THEM THE LANGUAGE OF...

Don’t limit kids into certain SHAPES.
Go beyond the obvious LINE, to follow the voice of heart.
Let them be kids in their COLORful world of childhood.
Show them you need self-esteem to create beautiful TEXTURE.
Give kids more imagination SPACE.
VALUE the process as important as the product.

THEN ORGANIZE THEIR IMAGES USING...

Give kids a VARIETY of opportunities to develop their creativity.
PROPORTION their time and effort to tap their artistic talent.
CONTRAST different strategies and techniques to help kids be more creative.
DESIGN open-ended assignments and be open to unique solutions.
OVERLAP encouragement, guidance, patience, and love.
Promote UNITY. Lean backward, listen to, and learn from them.
EMPHASIZE that nothing can be ruined. Any art is accepted.
REPEAT the joy of creating and exploring. You gotta have art!
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